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INNOVATION MANAGEMENT: R E P A R C H  
PROTOCOL FOR INTERVATIO:V!IL COLLABOIIATION~ 
A lvin Jay I-I mnan 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper I will present the plans that have been dweloped at the International Insti- 
tute for Applied S y s k m ~  A mlysis (IIA SA) for collabor.ative sh&.es ~f innovation management 
W e hope that a sizable number of research instituliorts in IIA SA's National Member Organiza- 
tion (NM 0 )  countries will participate in a joinL effort to investigate the process of technological 
irlnovation and the government policy instruments that af'fect i t  
For some time ink3mst. has been expressed in studes of innovation at 1lA SA. A t  the first 
workshop on Industrial Innovation held at IIA SA in late 1979, many of the particip t~ sug- P I .  gested that IIASA pursue a line of r e s e d  involving empirical analysis of innovation Early in 
the spring of 1980, W alter Zegveld and a p u p  fn)m the Netherlands Organization for Applied 
Scientific Reseanh (TNO) visited I IA SA and urged that an inl~rnational network of researcl~er-s 
be organized to study innovation in both the inarket and planned economies They suggested 
that the network for mllabmtion muld be patterned after the S x  Countries Pmgrarnme on 
innovation chaired by Zegveld The East-W est nature of the collaboration made IIASA an ided 
location for a secretariat However, IIASA's rmagement is strongly concerned that the Insti- 
tute remin a m s e d  orgarization and not simply a meeting pie. Thus, the practica! con- 
s i d e d ons  of organizing such an effort whlle important are secondary to the concern that a 
legitimate PPm of research be carried out at IIA SA , buildi~g on past research a t  I1 A SA and 
el sewhere. 
- - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
T h  p-1 IS the m u d  of mmy disolssions with 0th- and even with wnwut ions  of text PI- 
the "A Ao~vledgements md Epilogue" section at the end of the protnml. & A .J. Harman, H .-D 3 austein, and H M aier, "Eplogue. Sbgggted Rcsarch Riontie. tmrn the FYst 
IIASA W o M o p  on Inno~~ation," UI H. M der jed ). Imurb'on Po@ a d  FimSbrdegy fotthwming 
SYNOPSIS 
a RESEARCH FOCUS 
- INNOVATION I N  SELECTED ECONOMIC SECTORS 
- ANALYSIS TO INCLUDE ENTERPRISE,SECTORAL, 
AND NATIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
- RESULTS TO INCLUDE POLICY ISSUES 
RESEARCH PROCESS 
- COLLABORATING NATIONAL INSTlTUTlOlVS 
- I IASA CONTRIBUTIONS 
- THREE YEAR PERIOD WITH THREE WORKSHOPS 
a BENEFITS 
- INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
THEORIES TESTED 
SECTORS STUDIED 
POLICIES EVALUATED 
- NATIONAL ADVISORY NETWORK 
This rep& plan for analyzing kcfinological innovation presents both a research focus 
and some important ooncerns about the r e s e d  p c e s .  By ''technologiwi iimovation," I will, 
for the moment, refer to the introduction of a new or improved product or process into the 
economy- includmg the p c e s s  leading to sucfi an i nhd~~c t ion  (e.g., t e ~ o l o g i m l  develop 
rnents, o~anization of activities, etc), the Musion of the products or processes beyond the 
plaoe where it was originally introduced (e.g., to other entqrprises and nations), and the social 
as well as economic consequences 
The research on how innovation occws will focus on selected economic sector; The 
analysis will be conducted at both the enterprise and sectol-a1 Izvels, enmmpassing the rnanage- 
rrlent process for R&D, the diffusion of innovation, the dynarrdc efficiency of a sector as a 
whole- some firms m r e  innovative than others- and lhe selection environments faced by 
entaprises in @ d a r  sectors. A national perspective will also be tiden as part of the analysis 
of each of the sectors under study; e.g., the national policies that either deliberately influence 
imovatjon in pa rbda r  sectors or that have other socially desirable goa!s and indirectly affect 
innovation Our objedive is to q#y thmries under present and new circurreLmces to 
particular sectors and to the exploration and evaluation of policy okons. 
We expect to undertake these studies in conjunction with a r~umber of national research 
institutions in 1lA SA's N M 0 munbies Thus the choice of parhczllar sectors for irlvest.gation 
is Likely to be made by people in mllaborating institutions on the basis of the sectors that have 
particular signifjcance in their countries. If seveml institl~tions in diierznt countries analyze the 
same sectors, CIDSS-national and msscultural comparisons and learning rnay be possible. 
IIASA would expect to participate in the research by carrying out cross-national analjses 
of multi-national corpordtinns' activities in the West and joint CMEA activities in the Ea* 
another research goal would be to develop "canonical"formulations of policy issues both for a 
"typical market econo~r~y" and a "typical planned economy." IIA SA would also be developing 
technological forecasts of trends in one of the sectors under investigation in a related research 
activity. Finally, IIASA would pmvide a "hub" for the researchers from the collaborating 
national institutions- a place for brief or longer research tenures for international collaboration, 
as well as for osanizing and holding workshops. A t  least three workshops would be held during 
b e  planned three- year period of this research task one to launch the initial efforts, another to 
pennit exchanges of preliminary research results and critiques by experienced industrialib+, and 
a final workshop to share final results with researchers and members of the policy community in 
various N M  0 countries 
OUTLINE 
I. PROBLEM 
II. SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
Ill. RESEARCH PROCESS 
IV. BENEFITS 
V. STATUS 
VI. SUMMARY 
VI I. AC'TIONS 
OUTLINE 
The material printd in this paper is o~an ized  in seven sections, as shown in this Outline. 
First I will deal briefly with the nature of the problem that we will be addressing. I will turn 
next to the substance and process of the rese& A brief description of the kind of benefits 
that could arise from this research task follows. Since the subject has been under discussion 
since M arch 1980, and was exkensively discussed. during the major IIA SA Conference in M ay 
1980, in whi& all N M  0 countries were involved, some steps have already been taken to organ- 
ize the international collabomtions the s.tatus of the organizing effort will be sketched Finally, 
the resemh protocol is summarized and 'he adions to be taken next are identified. 
I. PROBLEM 
'The sciences of life have need of the artist's intuition and, conversely 
the ariist has need of all that these scientists can offer him in the wzy of 
new materials on which to exercise his creative powers" (Alduous Iltur- 
ley, Likmiw-e mid Scier~~, 11963, pp. 7879) 
Technological innovation is not an end in itself, but mther a means to an end Thus, 
society does not attempt to achieve innovation per se, but rather attempts to encoumge m d y  
mful charage. Of course, this definition of the problem raises mop. questions than it answers: 
Who defines what is "socially desirable?" By what criteria is the usefulness of change to be 
evaluated. It is clear that in some societies the rnarketplxe is relied upon for marly evaluations 
of social desirability, while in others greater reliance is placed on cenM planning authorities. 
But in all countries there are some technological developments that appear to require social 
intervention- e.g., from dangerous drugs or pharmaceuticals (e.g., Thalidornide), to new 
energy sources ( eg., synfuels), to d i t a r y  weapons Social intervention may also be required to 
help certain portions of societies to withstand and adapt to the changes when obsolete technole 
gies are abandoned. The image of a policeman chew the flow of such changes on either a 
centralized or demnblized basis seems an appropriate way to illusbate the needs of every 
country. In IlA SA padance, innovation management is a z a r b d  p b h  
INNOVATION: WHAT IS KNOWN? 
INNOVATION THEORIES DEVELOPED 
- ECONOMIC - PSYCHOLOGICAL 
- MANAGEMENT - ANTHROPOLOGICAL 
- ORGANIZATIONAL - SOCIOBIOLOGICAL 
- SOCIOLOGICAL 
EXPERIENCE SHARED 
- BUSINESS PEOPLE 
- SCIENTIST/ENTREPRENEURS 
- SOCIETY AT LARGE 
PAST POLICY ACTIONS TAKEN 
- MANY COUNTRIES . 
- MANY CULTURES 
INNOVATION: WHAT IS KNOWN? 
Over the last thirty or forty years a tremendous amount of research has been undertaken 
on subjects related tr, technological or industrial innovation This is certainly not the place to 
attanpt wen a brief review of that litedure. In the bibliogmphy to this paper, I have selec 
tively sampled from that literature; however, I am sure that the bibliogmphy is deficient in 
reports not available in the English literature and is biased by my own blinders, as an 
economist- turned-policy-anal yisL 
I t  seems clear, howwer, that there is no one theory of innovation that has been exten- 
sively tested and univenally aocepted W ithin the economics literature, there are those who 
rely on neodassical formulations, while others, such as Klein (1977) and Nelson and W inter 
(1977), hme developed "evolutionay" and dynamic theories. The l i t e r -  management and 
organizational behavior provides other views of the innovation process This is also h e ,  for 
example, of the psychological literature, with its focus on u-eativity. What also seems dear is 
that there have been relatively few attempts to study innovation from an interdisciplinary per 
speclive, in part bemuse this is an extremely difficult objective and the professional rish of 
failure are high Still, it seems to us that a cross-national study effort must rely on interdisci- 
plinary perspedives 
A great deal of experience is also mailable from people who have participated in the pro- 
cess of technological innovation- business people, scientisb turned entrepreneurs, society at 
large- individuals who have benefited or suffered from various changes in khologiml  
oGions I t  should be possible ta draw upon this experience in the resear& plan outlimed below, 
as well as benefit f m  the thoughtful uitiques of our efforts based on such experience. 
Finally, since W odd W ar I1 govemmmts have been a!kemptmg to formulate policies for 
sdence, "te&nol@' policies, and most recently innovation policies Since such policies are 
promulgated in environments with many unique features, it is difficult to establish &dent mi- 
teria for evaluating their effectiveness (see, eg., Pavitt and W alker 1976, and D eM uth 1980). 
CAN NASA HELP NMO COUNTRIES 
EFUL 
PROBLEM: COORDINATllrjG ANALYSIS A N D  ACTION 
D espite the attempts at interpreting past research results and providing policy advice, it is 
probably inappmpriak to describe policy formulation related to innovation as analogous to the 
coordinated hands of a policeman dire- tmffic On the contrary, the links between research 
and policy d o n s  is more like the ~inmordinated gmpings of a lobster's daws. M any research 
activities do not adequaiely account the intangibles that are an important element of policy deli- 
baation, and many policy actions do not dmw sufficiently upon available analybcal results In 
part this is so because one of these '%laws" is largely based on the past, and the other is largely 
devoted to the future. But as couritries encounter problems new for them, they might very 
well benefit from the experience of other countries that have already coped with similar prob 
lerns. W e feel that I IA  SA can play a role in helping its N M 0 countries promote socially useful 
change through improved wordmation of interdisciplinary rese-arch and analysis on innovrltion 
and its application to policy formulation and implementation. 
Churchman has drawn upon the experiences of a long career, and an even longer philo- 
sophical tradition, to conclude that the "systems approach and "politid' are "enemies." The 
image he prefers is the following: "Enemies are hostile, out to stop you, to eliminate you and 
pur  ideas; they are also to be loved, even as yourself." ( 1979. p. 156). The m e  of a 
lobster- of limited coordinatiom-seems a more hopeful way to begin our inquiry, while recog- 
nizing that the enterprise will not be nearly as easy (or hopeless) as a '&me against nakure." 
The objectives of IIASA and its collaborating international and natiorlal 
reseamh organizations are very human in their essence. We strive for 
promotion of more deep vision of actual, real processes of development 
of mankind, a vision which is free of subjechvity and national egocen- 
him W e seek our goal in achieving maximum objectiveness in evalua 
tion of ongoing processes and in supplying independent expert =ess- 
ment of future development alternatives to those who inevitably concen- 
M e  their efforts on current problems, the complexity of whid~ demands 
all their abilities. ( Jamen  H. Gvishiani, Chairman, IIASA Council, 
Opening A ddress of IIA SA Conference, M ay 1980.) 
Perspectives 
Research will be conducted on innovation from three perspectives, &awing upon the 
existing theoretioal frameworks. First from the "enterprise" perspective, we rmst continue to 
obtain firsthand inah t s  into the process of tedmological innovation to assure that our theories 
are useful to managers of innovative enterprises and to policymakers with responsibility for 
public actions afTe&ng innovation To do this, we must continue to derive information about 
the incerltives and factors influencing innovation (Hauskin 1979). The process of product 
development and product quality changes must also be considered (Harman et al. 1977). In this 
connection an important policy issve concerns the interrelationships between publicly supported 
R&D and support for R&D generated internally within organi7~tions Since it is inhviduals who 
undertake the creative processes at the enteprise lwel that are collectively described as techno- 
logid innovation, we must identify and investigate the incentives and factors effectrng such 
innovative contzibutions. We must analyze the organizational or higher-lwel strakgies that 
make an environment. conducive to human creativity and promote conshctive contributions to 
organizations (cf., Pelz md Andrews 1976). An important issue in this connection is the secu- 
rity of employment of persons in highly innovative enterprises or enterprises under severe corn 
petitive threat from the services provided by new technologies elsewhere. The case study 
approach with structured intervi~ws is likely b be rnosl suitable for studying the process of 
technological inn ation at the enterprise lwel, and for darifying the incentives that operate in Y this environnlent 
Second from the perspective of the sectoral level h e  torlcept of dative effiC;ency of 
various enterpri~s in the i n d h y  is important (Haudein and M aier 1900). Particuldy in the 
context of a planned economy (in which entry lo and exit from an industry are rebvely m l y  
used governmental policies) the identification of the w e  of matmation of a parhcular firm 
within an indusby- from take off b rapid growth to saturntion and tu dedine- m he a useful 
'js,'js, - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
espeaaUy C. Freeman (1Fm). For further -on of this ipprnad.l, and o?k~er mdhoddogical disr;us 
gonq a draft, 'Tr uidelines for Collaboration on h v & o n  M anagem~t" is in -tion 
II. SCOPE: PERSPECTIVES 
a ENTERPRISES & THEIR MEMBERS 
- MANAGEMENT OF R&D 
- INCENTIVES FOR INDIV IDUALS 
a SECTORS 
- RELATIVE EFFICIENCY 
- SELEC'TION ENVIRONMENTS 
- SECTORAL POLICIES 
a NATIONAL POLICY ENVIRONMENT 
- INNOVATION-SPECIFIC 
- INDIRECT EFFECTS 
r:l~sssifirrltion for irnportmt invesime!lt and other decisions. The a n a l ~ i s  of diffusion of i move+ 
tion i l t .  tho scctr~ral level winil also be based on e d h g  theorebcal S~SIIC~UIYS (see M msfield 
IS)%%; I',ltc:rka 1977; and Spinrad 1980). Careful attention must be giver] to measurement 
rncll~octologies in tl~e application of these theories. 
On the demand side, important factors underlying for the innovakive activities of firms are 
the signals they remive from the final users and resource providers This calls for analysis of 
Ihe "sele.tion environments" to draw upon an expression mined by Nelsnn and W inter (1977). 
The mricept involves three elements: the determination of the "worth" of innovative adivities 
of firms or enterprises; the ways in which mnsurners and regulatory d e m l d s  shape the 
profitability or other "success" measures of enterprises; and the investment and diffusion or 
adaptation proceszs that are involved (This is again related to the conmpt of chmges in rela- 
t i v ~  efficie~~cy.) Analysis at the secbml level is likely to rely primarily on secondary data and 
on statistical and econometric analysis. Some attention should also be given to policy mechan- 
isms that am sector specific. 
Finally, mcertain national government p3lici.e~ rnay have a d r e d  or  indired facilitating or 
limiting f l e d  on innovation. I t  is important, therefore, t~ undertalce a bmad r-eview of 
government policy irlstruments and mechanisms that have a deliberate or inadvertent irn.pct or! 
innovation in parkt~lar  sectors or enterprises For e x m e ,  such policy instmments as plan- 
ning approaches, resource allocations procedures, bxation plicy, regulatory policy, employ- 
ment prngmmj and international economic pol-icies should be  viewed Thls work can cer 
tainly draw upon exknsive recr+nt research (:.ee, e.g., Rmun 1980; Hadleg. 1975; Pavitt and 
Walker 1976; and M artin in Rothwell and Zegveld forthcoming). I t  will ~~mbably be desirable 
to develop market- oriented and planning-oriented pol icy scenarios for evploration of thc struc- 
ture of the policy process. These muld be further refined bj, each natiorlal resea t i  gloup (see 
Chapman, Hestel and A maszus 1980). 
A research agenda is defined in part by what it exdudes We are dearly suggesting that 
the global questiom for example, the "appmpriate" extent of development adivities in a par 
ticular sector for all nations, the overall industrial strategies of indvidual nations and their 
-5s-national compatibility, etc.- be exduded fmm this research agenda for the present This 
is a necessary nmwing of scope, and is consistent with Academician Gvishiani's comments to 
the M ay 1980 IIA SA Conferenoe concerning IIA SA 's research p r o m  
There is an opinion expressed sometimes that the analysis of l o d  sys 
tems, or rnimsystems (m systems, large enterprises, individual sec- 
tors of industry) is not a worthwhile thing to do as it has no pmspects in 
gaining experience which might prove useful in subsequent transition to 
the studies of more complex systems at the global scale. We believe, 
however, that irl the search for the solution of global pmblems, to isolate 
them from everyday human cares and deeds is not wise and will 1 4  to 
absttaction both in formulation and solution of the problems.. . There is 
another factor that spe& against the isolation of global pmblerns. Our 
increased understandmg of their essence, the resultmg howledge and 
our ever increasing global concem should even at this early stage, be 
tmnsformed into purposeful actions in our everyday lives now, no matter 
how limited in their scope geographically or timewise. 
SCOPE: SECTORS 
I 
I C 0 - TELECOMMUNICATIONS A R - PRINTING S E - ELECTROTECHNOLOGY A 
- CHEMICALS & PLASTICS 
- DlF  F USlON OF NC MACHINE TOOLS 
- MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
- URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
- OTHER 
sectors 
I t  seems desirable to analyze individual economic sectors since the useful technologies 
differ by sector and the need. to be satisfied by economic activities also vary. M oreover, most 
countries have at least some policy instruments (planning or regulatory) that vary from sector 
to sector and deserve detailed analysis if the policy implementation process is to be adequately 
clarified 
The sectors identified on the chart below indude three that we expect to be examining in 
our own reseanh at IIASA- i.e., telecommunications, printing, and elehtechnology- as well 
as several others that have been suggested by potential collaborating institutions. The h t  three 
are listed as rn sector;, for we have hgh confidence at this time that research will be under 
taken on them, and that IIASA will organize group meetings focusing on each of those 
sectors- se~mate from other workshops that would be held for all participants in this intema- 
tional collaborative effort 
T elemrnmunications: The I swles 
To indicate the scope of the issues that m y  be addressed within the research fmework, 
let me briefly discuss the telecommunications sector. This somewhat detailed chart still lists 
only a f e w  of the principal issues. There is an ongoing and mpid pace of changes in technolo- 
gies that, is "driving" the changes irl telecommunications. M any large companies are involved in 
these changes and. bemuse of the sizable investment decisions involved and the public sector 
parhcipation in all countries technological developments and public policy are parhcularly 
closely linked A first, task, in prepamtion for the launching of a collabomtive research net- 
work will be to spell out the facts and hypotheses regarding innovation in telecommunications 
, 
in an "Lssues ~aper" that can p~mvirle a common focus for the various groups' research. 
TELECOMMURIICATIONS: THE ISSUES 
a TECHNOLOGY TRENDS - "MARRIAGE" OF 'TELECOMMUNICA- 
TIONS AND COMPUTERS 
- SWITCHING 
- STORED PROGRAM CONTROL 
- CONVERGENCE OF VOICE AND DATA IN PACKAGES 
- TRANSMISSION CHANGES 
BAND WIDTH 
a OPTICAL 
a SATELLITE 
- VLSl IMPACT 
a SECTORAL RELATIVE EFFICIENCY 
- PRODUCTIVITY AT UPPER END OF NATIONAL ECONOMICS 
- ECONOMIES OF SCALE PRESENT 
- REDUCED LIFETIME OF NEW EQUIPMENT 
- LABOR COSTS/SUBSTlTUTlON 
a SELECTION ENVI RONMENTS 
- TREND OF 18.5% INCREASE IN "TRAFFIC" 
- MARKET PENETRATIONS OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES 
- PUBLIC UTILITY ISSUES 
a APPROPRIATE STANDARDS 
a INVESTMENT DECISIONS 
a POLITICAL DECISIONS 
a TRANS-SECTORAL ISSUES 
- COMMllNlCATlON AS SUBSTITUTE FOR ENERGY 
INTENSIVE ACTIVITIES 
a TRANSPORTATION 
a OFFICE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 
- NEW "LIFE-STYLES" 
a ELECTRONIC MAIL 
a CATV AS A NEWSPAPER SLIBSTI'TUTE 
a COUNTRY-SPECIFIC POLICY OR SOCIAL ISSLIES? 
JAPAN 
ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS 
O F  INNOVATIONS 
Q INNOVATION LEVELS 
Q ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
- PRODUCTIVITY CHANGES 
- PRODUCT QUALITY CHANGES 
- SOCIAL VS. PRIVATE RATES OF RETURN 
Q PA1 RED COMPARISONS 
Q IMPORTANCE ASSESSMENTS ACROSS SECTORS 
- RETROSPECTIVE 
- PROSPECTIVE 
A L W S N G  THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INNOVATIONS 
It will be important that we address the question of whether an innovation has been 
effective or is likely to be effechve in a particular sector. W ithout su& assessments (which are 
intrinsically multidimensional), we can hardly determine whether a given d~ange has led tn an 
'h-pmvernent" In fad, evaluation of c h q e s  viewed fmm the individuals' perspective may be 
quite different fmm c~aluation in the societal context The M arxian notions of (1) cost of pro- 
duction; (2) exchange value; and (3) use value illusbate the point Adequate measurement 
methodologies for "effectivenesS' is one of the principle unsolved problems of a n a l p s  of inno- 
vakion As in many scientific debates, it begins with a discussion of "class membership" 
(Churchman 1979, pp. 84-5, 180)- what constitutes an 'Innovation?" On this subject, I am 
inclined to be Libeml, and part company with my colleagues (M aier arid Haustein 1979) who 
dishgush a dass  of "pseudo-innovations" and solve a measurement qucstion @y by a @ri 
crikria of dass membership. 
Seveml approaches to the measurement of the efTectjveness of innovations have been 
developed with varying degrees of success Various attempts have been m d e  to define levels 
of innovation, based on how significantly pr~duct &amderistics have beer1 changed (see, for 
example, Valerlta 1969). Econometric analysis has been applied to assess pmdudivity changes 
resulting fmm innovaiic)n to assess the product quality change that may have a direct effect on 
the s u m s  of enterprises in unthtakmg innovation, or to mess thr broader societal benefits. 
Perhaps Edwin M mdield and his collezgues (1977) have d e  the most suazssful attempt to 
evaluate such variables. The method of mrrpring processes that have led to successful inno- 
vaiions with &lose &mt have led to failures in parbcular u-~mpanies has also been used with 
some success ( C . Freeman 19  73). 
A r~ollier approach involves assessing (a pnbri) the importance of an innovation on lhe 
Lais of the breadth of sectors to which it might be applied This appmach is often used in 
socialist countries The criteria used to make such assessments deserve detailed investgations; 
an apstewri assessment on the basis of the same criteria would be invaluable as a check on the 
efficacy of the procedure. 
At the outset of this project we must focus careful attention on such approaches if we are 
to develop some specific dimensions and methodologies for measurement of "socially useful 
change" in an analalvtically rigorous fashion. 
111. THE RESARCH PROCESS 
"It is dreamers- not hardboiled walists-who make the most startling and 
lasting discoveries. Mankind mnsiskntly e m  in the direction of a lack of 
foresight and imagination ... The element of s ~ l p i s e  is a wnsistent 
ingredient in technological development and one we have great difficulty 
in dealing with on a normal planning basis." (~har les  Townes, Developer 
of the Conceptual Basis for the Laser; 'Creativity The Human 
Resource," Nationally shown museum exhibit in the United States 1980) 
Ill. RESEARCH PROCESS 
COLLABORATIVE WlTH NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
- EXPERIENCE IN ANALYSIS OF INNOVATION 
- LINKS TO USERS OF RESULTS 
IlASA CONTRIBUTIONS 
- CROSS-NATIONAL STUD1 ES AND FORECASTllUG VG 
- INITIAL FORMULATION OF POLICY ISSUES 
- COLLABORA'rING RESEARCHERS' "HUB" 
THREE-YEAR TASK WlTH THREE WORKSHOPS 
- FORMULATIONILAUNCHING (5181) 
- FIRST RESULTS CRITIQUED BY INDUSTRY (6/82) 
- FINAL RESULTS SHARED WlTH POLICYMAKERS (6183) 
- ADDITIONAL MEETINGS FOR CORE SECTORS 
The aaf t  of applied systerns analysis depends heavily on careful structuring of the clnaljt- 
ical process itself (Majone 1980). Since the problem of enmuraging innovatior) are national 
problems, not global, and since IIASA has neither all of the financial remums nor all of the 
talent necessary to significantly address such problems for more than a very few sectors and 
countries it seems desirable to rrlake great use of the "outer ring" of IIASA's collaboMing 
organizations for this research task (see Roger Levien 1976, fig. 5) W e seek to work w~th mdi- 
viduals experienced in the analysis of innovation, who are situated in orgimizations wth  links to 
the potential users of the research results- policy makers and their statis. In this way we can 
exchange ideas about appropriate and useful methodologies for understanding the process of 
technological innovation and also for formulating and communicating policy proposals How- 
ever, IIASA activities should extend beyond the "coordination role", and should provide drrect 
balefits to collabomting institutions benefits extending beyond the normal publications avail- 
able to all N M  0 countries and society at large 
IIASA's contribution can take the form of selective participation in the research on each 
of the core sectors. We do not have the stati to do detailed investigations on many Merent 
sectors or in many countries and to do so would be redundant if good research teams are at 
work in each of the countries But it would be desirable for IIASA scientists to participate in 
studies of each of the sectors, to learn firsthand about developers' problems and selection 
environments and to get some insights into "universal" aspects of innovation or policy formula 
tion applicable to many sectors. Only by get- our hands "duly" in some of the data will we 
be able to maintain a pragmatic and useful collaborative msemch role in this sb-ldy. I t  would be 
desirable to focus our industrial research aclivities on more than one nation- for instance 
through analysis of selected multi-national corporations activities in the West and joint CM EA 
activities in planned economies. Furthermore, to assist in the objective of focusing sectoml stu- 
dies on future problems, the IIA SA staff could provide annual technological forecasts over a 5 
to 20 year time horizon the telecommunications sector. These forerrastq activities are to be 
undertaken -in a related task of IIA SA's M anzgement and Tehology Area 
The IIA SA team could also make strong contributions in other areas. W hen issues con- 
cerning apppriate policy cannot be entirely and directly addressed by exposure to the "real 
world" (in conhad to the case studies of the developers of new technologies and of the selec- 
tion mvimnrnents that they face), policy scenarios cran be very useful (SEZ Chapman, et al. 
1980). S e p r a t ~  scenarios for planned and market economies would be needed at the very 
rninirnum and it would p b a b l y  be desirable to explore seveml of each type. IIASA research- 
ers would start by attempting to develop a "canonical" market- and planned-economy policy 
scenario, and leave to the individual parbcipatq research institution. the task of further tailor 
ing these scenarios to their own countries. 
As a further contribution, llA SA can provide a "home" for scieritists from collaborating 
institutions to work more closely for a shorter or longer period- from a one week workshop to 
a six-month or year tenure or longer. The turnover at IlASA is deliberately high; high in 
fact that people are referred to as "old-timed' after they have been at 11 A SA for six months. 
Although I now barely qualify as an "old-timer, " I am convinced that the opportunity to work at 
close hand with scientists from very different cultural and social perspectives can contribute 
importantly to an understanding of our common problems- an understandmg arising from fre- 
quent and oral exchange of views based on unique personal experiences Though some of this 
benefit may n e v a  appear in the written reports of the Task's efforts, it will uncioubtedly help to 
pmvide a richer perspective on analytical or policy issues 
The three year task I have been outlining will involve three workshops. The first one, 
now tentahvely scheduled for May 1981, wlll bring together researchers from the institutions 
who elect to collabomte with IIASA to launch the projed toward consistent and useful goals. 
Although we are making a serious effort to desmbe the tasks at hand and the benefits to be 
&wed by committing resources to cany them out we do not deceive ourselves that no 
further revision will be needed to formulate this project dearly and prudently. Perfiaps one of 
the most important messages in Herbert Simon's IIA SA D kctor's Seminar in the summer of 
1979 was on just thi s issue: 
'I really think that with the best tehniques we have available or are 
likely to have available in the near future, our humsul and computerized 
analytical mpabllities are still very minute compared with the range of 
problems that we would be dealing with if we had time to deal with them 
Thereby, it becomes exceptionally important as part of our systems 
analysis mpabiiity for the sodety as a whole, to develop a very good mpa- 
bility for problem identifiation- what in military circles is called intelli- 
gence 2ctivity- fin- out what there is way out in the horizon, just 
dirnly seen, that is going to quickiy come over the horizon, making a 
large blot on it, and that we are going to need to attend to in the future. 
W e have hardly begun to think about the design of systems analysis qxr 
bibties that c3an effectively perform that intelligence function . . . to help us 
rearrange the agenda so that the problems that really need to be dealt 
with x e  not left until they become more critical than we can stand in our 
society. " 
Thus, this research protocol is not a 'Yinal" write-up, but merely a initial suggestion presented 
for comments and constructive criticism By the time of the first wodahop, we expect to have 
a protocol that we and the collaborating research institutions are reasonably comfortable with- 
including methodological guidelines and sectoral issues papers- for the pursuing of our research 
goals at least for the first 18-months of the project But one of the agenda items of the second 
workshop will certainly be a reconsideration of the protocol. For the reasons indicated by Pro- 
fessor Simon, our ideas about what the Future holds for our countries and what useful social 
changes may be required will h s t  certainly change after 18-months. 
The results we expect to achieve from this research should be of interest to experienced 
industrialists. Thus, after an initial l&month study effort has been completed within each see 
tor, and after IIASA has had significant time to formulate the policy scenarios, a mid-point 
workshop will be held to share interim results, to csiticize and reformulate research approaches 
and methods, and wen to revise or expand the problem formulation Representatives from the 
industrial communities might be invited to engage in a panel critique at this stage. The h a l  
workshop would be a Policy Seminar involving policy makers from several counbies. 
In addition to our intention to publish the results of this wok in book form (aside from 
any publication processes deemed desirable by the collabomtmg bstitutions, of course), an 
importar~t part of the research strategy is to incorpomte the mechanisms for the end use of the 
research results into the research process For example, we expect that irldividuals interested in 
beooming collaborators will contact their government officials for indications of the policy prob 
lems lunently being faced, and that these indications would in turn provide a 'henu" of policy 
research activities worthy of of explomtion; subsequently the results could be disseminated 
within national poli~y cinles Sorne topics- for instance, sensitive data or sensitive policy 
options- that would not be desimble to discuss in an international envimnment could stiU be 
shared with researchers in a nation's own research institutions; the researchers themselves 
could show dimtion in discussing such matters within the collaborative network There is 
ample precedent for such a~tivities- for instance, the gathering of corpomte proprietary infor 
rnation and its use only in "sanitized" summary fashion by experienced reseamhers in the 
United States and W cstern Europe. 
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 
- RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT AREA 
- REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT CASES 
- FOOD & AGRICULTURE PROGRAM 
"SIX COUNTRIES' PROGRAMME" ON INNOVA'TION 
- PARTICIPANTS 
- TOPICS 
- RESULTS 
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 
Virtually all of IIA SA research involves international collabomhon, so there is a wealth of 
experience to dmw upon in designing this study- both from the successes and the 'lessons 
learned." These exarnples of relevant experience will serve to illustrate. First from the 
R e s o m s  and Environment Area of IIA SA, a remadably successful study was conduded in 
the late 1970's (Holhng 1978). The study was the result of collaborating scientists from 
Canada, Argentina. the United Kingdom. the United States, the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, and Venezuela The effort involved the design of an adaptive process for environ- 
mental assessment and intervention, and its application to selected regions of seveml Merent  
countries The classes of components whose interactions must be considered for the process as 
applied in Austria included recreational demand, population and economic development fann- 
ing and ecological hange, and land use and development control. Not only did the results get 
used in the areas investigated, but the approach- involving early involvement of potential users 
of the results, a first task of d e w  the problenl mughly before choosing computer tech- 
niques, and recognition that even past programs are not failures if the information provided by 
unexpected events is used to improve future policies- appear to have broader applicability. 
IIASA has been undertaking regional development case studies since 1977- including 
regions in Bulgaria Poland Sweden. Italy, and Hungary. Each of these studies involves an 
integrated assessment of many factors by sdentists at IIASA and in these counbies. Among 
the lessons from this task have been the need for a "critical mass" of researchers in each colla 
born- country, and the difliculty to transfer wmputer models fmrn one setting to another. 
As a final illustration of IIASA experiena:, the Food and A g r i c u l b  h g r m  began in 
1977 and is pursuing in part. the development of computerba.;ed national policy models for 25 
oountries or groups involving roughly 80% of world food production, consumption, and trade. 
The models are to be linked so that for example, global implications of variations in national 
polides can be assessed This is an example of highly formalized collaboration by means of 
linked wmputer models. 
As mentioned at the outset the Six Countries' Prog-ammi "on aspeck of government 
policies toward technological irmovation in industry "provides an even more direct set of experi- 
ence on which to dmw for the substance of this study. Researchers fmm the countries- 
Canada, France, the Federal Republic of G ermany, the N etherlands, Ireland, and the United 
Kingdom- have met regularly and frequently since 1975. They have focused their investiga- 
tions and subsequent meetings on particular public policy issues- for example, government 
direct financial assistance (Knox 1976), small and medium sized firms' pmblems (Rothwell and 
Zegveld 1977). government procurement policy (Overmeer and Praldce 1978), and trends in 
collective indusbial research (Rothwell 1979b)- as well as on ovaview issues- the current 
international dimate (Freeman, et al. 1977), technical change and ewoyrnent (Rothwell and 
Zegveld 1979) and innovation and m a t i o n  (Rothwell 197%). 
It is our intention to draw upon the results of this programme's work over the years, 
rather than to duplicate i t  As a small but practical example, the Programme has clearly shown 
that frquent meetings of the collabomting researchers are necessary to keep the mllabol-ative 
efforts well focused Thus, we have decided to schedule meetrngs for each of The core sectors 
in addition to the three workshops involving researchers from all collaborating institutions. 
CONCEFTUALIZATION FOR THIS PROCESS 
'The great success of science as a subculture is because it eliminates 
emrs  fmm dreams. Fantasies are conjured up and then science tests 
them" (Kenneth Boulding. I1 A SA , Systems and D edsion Sciences Sem- 
inar, M ay 5, 1980.) 
I t  is useful to step back fmm the detailed specification of research objectives to consider 
why the process should be struclxu-d in thls way rather than some other way. Some of the 
research of Kubie and A m w  seem to be most relevant here. For example, K ubie has written 
about the psychological aspects of the creative processes of science: 
'Both in science and in the arts, free association is the essential instru- 
ment in the process of creative s e h  I t  is the process of "mgito, " i.e., 
of shaking together. Subsequently, the new patterns must be subjected 
to a process of rebspective, consdous, selF-aitiaal smtiny for a neces- 
sary secondary process of c h e w  and testing. This is '%h&i~~," the 
selection f mm among many. . .. The first step is canied out, for the most 
pcnt preconsciously, h e  second for the most part, consciously." (Kubie, 
1958, pp. 5354.) 
CONCEPTUALIZATION FOR THIS PROCESS 
KLI BI E: CREATIVE PROCESSES 
ARROW: I-IMITS OF ORGANIZATION 
CHURCHMAN: INQUIRING SYSTEMS 
SYSTEM ELEMENTS 
- HUMANS 
- TEAMS 
- INSTITUTIONS 
SYSTEMS ANALYTIC PROCESS 
- "'PROBLEM" AND OPTIONS 
- POLICYMAKERS* PERCEPTIONS 
"WORLD VIEW" 
PEOPLES HAVE DIFFERING PERCEPTIONS, 
UNDERSTANDINGS AND PREFERENCES 
I t  is clear that any rcsearch process rests on individual human scientists. They bring with them 
their trwn backgrounds and experiences- both their uniilue scientific capabilities and their 
broader understancling of the intangible f e a b s  that provide the allt~ual backdrop to the 
resear&, innovative, and policy-formulalion activities in their own muntries. I t  is principally 
the inte&ons between such scientists that we seek Ilo foster in this collaborative study. 
The scientists collabomting on this study will be menlbers of t e r n  in their home coun- 
hies, each having different disciplinary perspectives on the questions of technologid innova 
tion and its guidance. In his condse essay, The L k i k  of Org- Arrow makes three 
important points reg- the costs of information to organizations- that is "the inputs needd 
for the installation and operation of information channelsw( 1974, p.39)- necessq for acquiw 
relevant information in the future: 
(1) "the individual himself is an input, indeed the chief inpl~t if quantification is at all 
meaningful here, into any of his information channels" (p 39) ; 
( 2 )  The costs "typically represent an irreversible investment I a m  not placing much 
weight on the physical aspeck of communication ... Rather I am thinking of the 
need for having made an adequate investment of time and effort to be able b distin- 
guish one signal [infonmkion from the "outside world"] from another. Such invest- 
ment [in learning the "code$' necessm for interpreting signals-- native or foreign 
languages, technical vocabularies, codes for "n&m' s signals"], being locked up in 
the individual's mind, is nemssarily irreversible, though, like most irreversible 
investments, it is subject b depreciation" (pp.39-40). 
(3) ' Infomtion costs are by no means uniform in different direckions. A t  ar~y given 
m m e n t  an individual is a bundle of abilities and amxnulatcd information He m y  
easily find it cheaper to open certain information channels rather than others in ways 
conneded with these ahiities and this knowledge ... The relative costs of cornmurlim 
tion channels may also be influenced by activities of the individual other than the 
collection of inf orrnation.. . so-called learning-by-doing.. . [or] information relevant in 
other, seemingly remate, areas of decision-rnaking, a phenomenon known as seren- 
dip; t j  ' ( pP. 4 1-42). 
The first two points are relevant b our hope to begin cmllaboration with eqmimced innovation 
researchers in inshtutions already M e d  to appropriate rlatiorld users: "careful recruitment" is a 
crucial element of this project The second point (the need to invest time in learning the codes 
necessary for interpreting signals) is also relevant to working at 1lA SA, since it is to engage in 
mllabomtive research when the "codes" often have no m o 2  in cornrnon than 'broken- 
E@sh"- and even a common conceptual fmmework is laclang. Thus, the 11 A SA scienti s L  
having invested time and effort in establishing commutlimtion hannels across lanffuzge barriers 
and conmptual differences- should be in a good position +a bea)me a substantive "inkrpreter" 
to hisher compatriots in the collabomtive network 
The final point is perhaps the skngest argurnent for a m ~ o m . ~  network- w e  have an 
important and common problem and yet have vew diiarent approaches and -weltanschanungen. 
Sepamkly we can each explore our "small, local termin" very well; bgether we may get a much 
broader variety of insights, and can wen hope to fadlitate sereildipity! 
In e& country the collaboratmg team will be part of a larger institutiorl that has estzr 
blished networks of communication lirh with other parts of the national scientific community 
(and sdentists abroad), with parts of the policy community, and perhap .with the public at 
large. Although these links hnscend the contack of any one ir~di~iciual, they become part of 
the portfolio of capabilities for disseminating resew11 results. This is esserltial for the develop 
~nent  of c~ordindion between policy research m.d policy actions, which vrTas identified as a 
a- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
As a be@nnQ on this pnblem, a 'G 1osW-J" of innovation terminologies in Enash, G ermln, and Rusdan 
is  being devdoped ai I IA  SA . 
principal '@mblern1' at the outset of this paper. 
The analytic process that I have described involves identification of sectorspecific proh 
lems and the options for their removal or reduction, and identification of policy makers' p e e p  
tions of the problem This pamllel analysis may help to make the end result of the research 
nlore useful for real policy decisions. Because the views of policy rnakers are considered ak the 
outset, an understanding may be gained of how best to oommunicate with then1 during subse- 
quent phases of the research Both within oountries and between countries perce@ons and 
formulations of problems Mer .  The national research institutions studying national problems 
and advising national policy rnakers should help to deviate some of the major differences in 
perceptions that could inhibit communication between the IIA SA researchers and the u l t h d e  
clients for the research The 'hub" provided by IIASA should in tum help to communicate 
differences in perception, understanding and preferences across dtures. 
Let me briefly dmv upon the notions expressed by Slmon Kubie, Amw, Churchman, 
and Gvishiani to put this process into a larger context Smon points out that identification of 
problems sufFiciently in advance that we aan help our societies to deal with them before they 
bemme critical is a weak part of our systems analytic capbiiities- human and computerized. 
Kubie emphasizes the two aspects of human scientific cqdility- co@ and *L!kp- with one 
of them intrinsically a human. preconscious process W ithin the next centmy, pethaps the 
''th&kg" (as in ~~) cqxdilities of computers (already demonstmted in modestly proficient 
chess playing and inelegant theorem ~ v i n g )  may significantly supplement the other aspects of 
scientific mpabilities. But, as A m w  en~phasizes we must also have the communication &an- 
nels to make use of these increased abilities and accurm_llated information. The challenge will 
be to focus such capabilities on "well-chosen" problems (the oogito capabjilities) and to achieve 
insights that can be usefully inmrporated into mankind's decision processes In rather abstruse 
tern,  perhaps this p j e d  is an experiment at developing what Churchman calls an "inquiring 
system" (though without strong reliance on any parbcular madine, such as is being pursued by 
the linked computer mdels  of IIASA 's Food and Agriculture Program) to wnsider a very 
specific topic (innovation management) and to focus our mllaboratiue efforts on problem 
clarification, policy formulation and implementation Or, as Gvishiani put it in his a d h s s  to 
the IIA SA Conference last M a. (1980): 
'Uniqueness of the Institute is not only in its conception or form of its 
realization The uniqueness equally extends to the process of its research 
work and ernbmces the usage of results The problem is that these 
results in my opinion the most important of them at least wnle in the 
form of a 'UiSi07L felt by researchers a7 an outcome of very deep and mn- 
centrated analysis, direded to long-term aspcts of development but 
indispensable for intelligent and wise actions in everyday life. The p m  
mss of transferring this vision is difficult, lengthy and delicate. There is 
no assurance that it will grow simpler as our vision bemmes closer to 
perfection. " 
IV.  BENEFITS 
The Question of Use: 
How can IIASA structure its problem formulation, its resemh, and its 
mrnmunications so as most effectively to 
'benefit all mankind 
and 
promote the emnomic and social 
progress of peoples" 
Roger L evien, 
D irectcr of IIA SA , 
in "A pplied Systems 
A nalysis: From Problem 
Through Research to Use," 
I I A SA C onf erence, 
May, 19E0 
As summarized in this chart, the point of this project is to undertake a set of mordinated 
studies to inveshgate the oommon issues and p b l e m s  of innovation in several countries' 
economies. W e expeck to mnsider sectorspecific issues, and plan to address muntry-spedfic 
formulations of policy issues While sectorspecific issues should be specified ak the outset 
country-specific policy issues could be identified after initial scenario formulation by the IIA SA 
team The fact  that policy issues would derive in park from problems raised by policy makers in 
the oountries mllabodng with IIA SA, (and not just fomldated in the abstract), should make 
it e&er to implement the results of the researd~. In any case, there will be opportunities 
throughout the research to reformulate our objectives as we learn more about common prob 
lerns and new ways of addressing them 
The research plan is designed to yield results before the end of the three year mod ,  and 
relies virtually entirely on national institutions to advise their own national governments. 
IV .  BENEFITS 
DIFFERENT THEORIES EXPLORED I N  COMMON FRAMEWORK 
DIFFERENT VIEWS OF THE SAME SECTORS 
POLICY QUESTIONS RAISED FROM THE OUTSET 
- MANAGEMENT OF R&D 
- INNOVATION AND DIFFUSION 
- POLICY LEVERAGE 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR REFORMULATION 
- WORKSHOP (1) 
- WORKSHOP (2) 
RESULTS AVAILABLE BEFORE THE END OF THREE YEARS 
NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS TO ADVISE OWN NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENTS 
V .  STATUS OF INTERESTS AMONG NMOS (9180) 
SECTOR 
NMO COUNTRY CORE 
-
ADJUNCT 
AUSTRIA 
BULGARIA 
CANADA 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
NETHERLANDS 
FRG 
GDR 
HUNGARY 
POLAND 
SWEDEN 
UK 
USA 
USSR 
"BEGUN WORK ,/SERIOUS INTEREST 
Who, then, will be our collaborator; in this research? Since M an31 1980 we have had dip 
cussions with a number of individuals from in&btions in N M  0 countries. T h s  chart, shows 
that as of September 1980, researchers in thirteen N M 0 countries have indicated irkerest in the 
collaborative network, either in wnnedion with one of the three w w  secto-s-- 
telecommunications, printmg, or eledrotechno1o~--or on one of the adjunct sectors. Some 
r e s e d e r s  or groups would like t~ undertake analysis of more than one sector, and some 
relevant work has been completed (e.g., W ils, et d. 19i'9), or is in progress. 
Bulgaria: For Example 
A t  both the Scientific Center for M anagernent and the Instibte for Social Research in 
Sofia, invesbgation of the innovative p c e s s  and baring of managers hzs gone on for some 
time. Recently a continuing national seminar on innovation was established. bringing together 
experts on the subject from thmughout the country at monthly meebngs Some of their initial 
work was presented at the first IIASA workshop on innovation in late 1979. A p u p  of scien- 
tists from Bulgaria then visited IIA SA in M ay 1980; this w t ~  followed up by further discussions 
in Sofia in July, leadmg to the beginning of active mllaboration with IIASA. Analysis has 
already begun on the seledion environment for Bulgarian elechtechnical components. Furth- 
e m r e ,  plans have been made for a member of the Bulgarian r e s e d  team to spend some 
time at IIA SA for more direct international collabodion The fUst results of this work may be 
mailable for the workshop formally launding this study in M ay 1981. 
BULGARIA: FOR EXAMPLE 
SCIENTIFIC CENTER FOR MANAGEMENT 
- 10YR.OLD 
- REPORTS TO STATE COMMITTEE FOR S&T 
NATIONAL SEMINAR ON INNOVATION 
BEGUN ANALYSIS OF SELECTION ENVIRONMENT FOR 
ELECTROTECHNICAL COMPONENTS 
RESEARCHER TO COME TO IlASA 
TO PRESENT FIRST RESULTS AT THE "LAUNCHING" 
WORKSHOP 
VI. SLTMMARY 
"Philosophers before only explained the world; now there is the problem 
to change it" 
Karl M arx 
"Nwer allow the temptation to be dear, or to use reliable data, or to 
'come up to the standards of excellence,' divert you from the relevant 
even though the relevant rnay be elusive, weakly supported by data and 
requiring loose metho ds... W e do not have to give up the standanis of 
excellence in research W e do have to relinquish the notion that there is 
'one best way' to conduct our research, and that this depends on the one 
best way of f o d a i i n g  the p b l e r n  or hypothesis 'Objectivity' is a 
cfiaracteristic not of the data but rather of the design of the inquuing 
system as a whole: does it try to be open to all those aspects it deem 
relevant?" C. W est Churchman. The 2@kms A p a r h  a d  Its Emmks  
1979, pp. 145. 147. 
IIASA is planning to initiate a set of *dies of innovation management beginning in 
January 1981. T h s  work builds on past innovahon research that has been in progress for some 
time both at IIA SA and elsewhere. The pmblern has been posed as one of rnm&dmz between 
analysis and action. 
The resear& focus for this work is to be empirical, rather than aimed at the development 
of new theaxy. Analysis will be conducted at several levels of aggegaiion-fmrn the entaprise 
(and individual) lwel to the sectoral and national level. Analysis is to explicitly consider policy 
issues from the outset 
The ~ s e &  process involve collabomtmg national institutions, with IIA SA as the catalyst 
and hub. The IIA SA team will also make analytid contributions and there will be meetLngs 
and workshops to asure that the res- p c e s s  remains well coordinated. W e expect in this 
way, to develop new ernphical material on the pmcess of innovation and its management both 
at the enterprise and governmental levels. and to pmvide useful international perspectives for 
selected sedors and policies T h s  will leave the responsibility for providing useful policy 
&ice to the individual national institutions opportunities wdl be available, however, for 
researchers to exchange ideas on the design and formulation of new polides and their effective 
Implementah o n  
- 
VI. SUMMARY 
PROBLEM: CAN IlASA HELP NMO COUNTRIES PROMOTE SOCIALLY 
USEFUL CHANGE? 
%?i RESEARCH FOCUS \ 
- EMPIRICALLY GROUNDED STUDIES IN SPECIFIC SECTORS 
- ANALYSIS FOR SEVERAL LEVELS OF AGGREGATION 
- CANONICAL AND TAILORED POLICY ANALYSES 
RESEARCH PROCESS 
- COLLABORATING NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
- IIASA AS 
- CATALYST AND HUB 
- ANALYTICAL CONTRIBUTOR 
- FREQUENT MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS 
BENEFITS 
- INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON 
- THEORIES 
- SECTORS 
- POLICIES 
- NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS PROVIDE POLICY ADVICE 
- IMPROVED PROCESSES OF INNOVATION 
- NEW SERVICES TO SOCIETY 
- EASING SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ADJUSTMENTS 
VI I .  ACTION? 
CIRCULATE RESEARCH PROTOCOL AS WORKING PAPER 
DISCUSS WITH POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS 
RECEIVE PROSPECTUS FROM NMO COUNTRIES 
- ADVISORY PANEL TO REVIEW 
- PROMPT FEEDBACK 
BEGIN: JANUARY 1981 (NOMINAL START DATE) 
- I lASA AND WHOEVER IS FUNDED 
- OTHERS M A Y  JOIN LATER 
"LAUNCHING" WORKSHOP 
- I lASA (MAY 1981) 
VII. ACTIOPU'? 
'W hat we call reason is not more than fantasy put into shape." (Jose 
Ortega y G asset A n i n k q m m  of U n i m s d  History 14849, p. 248.) 
We ask that those interested in participating in this collaborative study effort provide us 
with a brief perspeckus on the sedor(s) and appro& they would like to use for their study, so 
that we can be sure that we have good coverage of the sectors that are to be investigated and a 
feasible plan for integdng the results. We are assembling an advisory panel to help us with 
this review, but we assure you pmrnpt feedbadc on your p e r s p e a  we understand the lengh- 
ness of the research funding pmcess in some countries (For a more detailed desmiption of the 
elements we hope to see in the 510 page paspeduses of proposed research please see BU 
Chart # 2 in the A ppendix) 
The nominal start date for this d v i t y  will be January 1981, with the IIA SA team and 
several other countries p b a b l y  begruing before that time; other part~dpants may job later. 
The initial workshop is tentatively scheduled for May 1981. 
W e sincerely invite your comments and suggestions regarding this plan 
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For example: 
F i  what is the problem-specifically'? 
( 1) 0 urs at, I IA  SA ? Sectoral I s u e  w r s  forthcoming. 
(2) Each wllabomtmg institution to have its own agendd 
Second, what is the metl-~odologj--spe~call~? 
( 1) See BU Chart # 6 in the A ppendix. 
(2) Ref. to supplementary material on case study approach (Draft "Guideline&' forth- 
-liw> 
(3) D esimble to have as common a methodology as possible at the outset; but must not 
wemnstmin the r e s e b !  
Third. how will the study elements be in-ted--spe~dlj" 
(1) SeeBU Chart#3intheAppendix 
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A PPEN D 1X 
Charts with additional details regarding research protocol to be found in this section 
# 1 Innovation M anagernent I ntemational C ollabomtion: Pmject Structurt : and 
Timing 
# 2 Content of Research Prospectus Requested 
# 3 Possible Research Integration M echanisrns 
# 4 Printing: The Issues 
# 5 Electrotechnology The Issues 
# 6 M ethodologies for Analyses of Sectors 
# 7 D ecisionrnaker; for End Products influence 'Sodally Useful Change" 
# 8 M M T Research Plan 1981-83 Revised Pmpsal 
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